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When I arrived at a new job ten 

years ago this is what I got



Today we all expect a wide range of 

devices to improve our productivity

Laptops

Tablets

Smart Phones

Connectivity

Productivity

Collaboration 

(Android; Apple; Microsoft)



And access to the cloud services 

that support these devices



And we can expect many new 

innovations in next five years

Wearables will become a mass market and 

could transform entire industries



The Internet of Things is now 

firmly on the horizon, too



Computing follows the path of 

other utilities such as Power

By 2020 we will 

have witnessed 

the development 

of a truly global 

computer grid



The data centre becomes the 

engine of the digital economy

And ‘cloud’ 

becomes the 

‘digital 

highway’



The Big Switch – Rewiring the 

World, by Nicholas Carr



Entrepreneurs are beginning to 

colonise the ‘new digital world’



Newcomers are achieving 

massive market capitalisations

Browse list

At a Glance

•Industry: Software & 
Programming
•Founded: 1999
•Headquarters: San Francisco
•CEO: Marc Benioff
•Website: www.salesforce.com
•Employees: 12,000
•Sales: $4.07 B (2014)
•Growth rate: 33%
•Current Valuation: $44B

Browse list

http://www.salesforce.com/


Whilst incumbents struggle with 

corporate inertia

Traditional vendors are seeing their shares collapse



Are we on the verge of a ‘digital 

revolution’?



Entering the new digital era

Cloud computing is the latest in a long succession of IT 

innovations. However it is likely to become the primary 

platform on which the entire digital world evolves

This MBA module will introduce the concept of Cloud and 

illustrate where and how it is entering common usage. 

This is the fifth year of the module and we can see now 

the full extent of its transformational opportunities

Our belief is that Cloud will change IT in a fundamental 

way bringing a full range of commercial benefits to 

business and the individual consumer. It will bring about 

a revolution in IT service provision and the IT sector.



MBA learning objectives

 Define and position cloud in the context of 

broader ‘digital business’ developments 

 Forecast when and how cloud will be adopted at 

the Enterprise level

 Anticipate the likely transformational effects of 

cloud on IT service provision and beyond

 Familiarise with real life examples of cloud at 

enterprise and sector levels

 Assess future Cloud developments and their 

implications



Sources for MBA course

 Annual inquiries into IT trends such as Digital 

Disruption (2015); multi-sourcing of IT services 

(2014) and IT consumerisation (2013)

 Custom consulting with both Vendors and 

large IT organisation (Camrass & Company)

 The Big Switch: rewiring the world from 

Edison to Google (by Nicholas Carr)

 Bank of America/Merrill Lynch – Cloud Wars 5 

(prime broker to Digital World Capital)



Sources for MBA course

• Aggregate Industries

• Amazon Web Services

• ARUP

• Arqiva

• Astellas

• ATOS

• Bank of America

• BAT

• Boots

• BP

• BUPA

• Capgemini

• Capita
• Carillion
• Deutsche Bank
• DHL
• Eli Lily
• Esure
• Ford
• First Data
• Fujitsu
• Google Enterprise
• Howden's
• HP
• HSBC
• IDFS

• JLT
• J D Williams
• Motorola
• NSG
• Reward Insight
• Sanofi
• Severn Trent
• Thomson Reuters
• TJX
• T-Systems
• Tullow Oil
• Unilever 
• VMware
• Wipro

I have interviewed over 40 organisations in the last six months



Agenda for MBA course

1. Digital disruption and IT implications

2. Revolution in IT service provision

3. Market prospects for cloud based IT services

4. Cloud adoption road map within the enterprise

5. Transformational impact of cloud services

6. Barriers to full Cloud adoption

7. Cloud case Studies:

a. Bechtel Construction

b. Shell IT group

c. Tullow Oil

d. Retail cloud



1. Digital disruption and IT 

implications – the drivers

Digital technology is now 
universal encompassing 
consumer devices, cloud 
services, mobility, social 
networks and things

The momentum will be 
further increased by 
new technologies such 
as wearables, sensors, 
iBeacons, 5G, AI and 
predictive analytics

There has been an explosion 
of disruptive players who 
are challenging the 
supremacy of dominant 
companies

Ubiquitous digital New technologies Disruptive players

Things connected by 

2020
according to Cisco 
Systems

50bn

Things  that can be 
addressed by Internet 
Protocol V 6

3.4x10
38

Percentage of S&P 500 
companies which will have 
been replaced by

2027

75%



1. Digital disruption and IT 

implications – the drivers

 Facebook acquired 

Instagram in 2012 for $1B

 The company employed just  

13 people

 Facebook acquired 

WhatsApp for $19B in 2014 

with 30 staff

 a One-Man company could 

be worth Trillions by 2020!



1. Digital disruption and IT 

implications - the drivers

26%

45%

16%
Social Media

Data Analytics

Mobility

Which digital technology is having the most disruptive 

effect on your business?

CIO survey 2014



1. Digital disruption and IT 

implications – impact on sectors

The connected car

Automotive
Crowd sourcing of funds

Banking
3D Printing

Construction
Unmanned platforms

Energy

Building information management

Engineering
Telemedicine

Healthcare
Predictive supply chains

Logistics
Sustainability

Manufacturing

Digital convergence

Media
Wearable technologies

Pharmaceuticals
Multi-channel

Retail
Public cloud SaaS

Services

e-Cigarette

Tobacco

Smart metering

Utilities

Pay per use

Insurance



1. Digital disruption and IT 

implications – Impact on business

32%

47%

18%

3%
Transforming the 

supply chain

Enabling the sales 

force

Improving workforce 

productivity

Enriching the customer 

experience

Where is the majority of digital disruption taking place?

CIO Survey 2014



1. Digital disruption and IT 

implications – Impact on business

Spaces, systems and 
processes which 
emphasise collaboration, 
co-creation and 
convenience

Reshaping core processes 
such as supply chain and 
back office through 
embedded technologies, 
predictive analytics and 
online platforms

From process automation 
to asset management 
through the use of 
sensors and building 
information modelling

Digital work-spaces Reshaping core processes Intelligent systems

Compressed product 
lifecycles and a greater 
willingness to experiment

Product lifecycle

New products and 
services are characterised 
by a need to eliminate 
complexity

Product Simplification

Customer 

facing

Employee 

facing



1. Digital disruption and IT 

implications – Impact on ‘work’

 Technology (e.g. Cloud) enables 

mobility and virtual working  

 Globalisation means ‘always on’

 Changing demography expands 

work cycle from 40 to 60 years

 Generation Y has different work 

expectations

See: Lynda Gratton – Hot Spot Movements



1. Digital disruption – Future of 

Work is already here



1. Digital disruption and IT 

implications – Impact on business



1. Digital Disruption – a new 

theory of the Firm

Atomic: Reforming the industrial 

landscape into the new structures 

of tomorrow

Capstone Wiley Publishers



1. Digital disruption and IT 

implications – Impact on IT

Speed of solutions delivery

Agile Development

Low cost infrastructure

Computer Utilities

Externalisation of business services

Public Cloud

Supply chain optimisation

Predictive Analytics

Anywhere commerce

Mobility

Customer Insights

Big Data

Multi-sourcing

Service Integration

Plant maintenance

Internet of Things

Customer sentiment

Social Media



1. Digital disruption and IT 

implications – Impact on IT

31%

39 %

21%

9%
Launching new green 

field businesses

Improving current IT 

service efficiency

Helping to define digital 

business strategies

Applying IT to new 

areas of the business

Where would you place most emphasis in 

your future innovation activities?

CIO Survey 2014



2. Revolution in IT service 

provision

 Until the recent era of IT consumerisation and 

Cloud the majority of IT activities have been 

focused on internal business requirements

 These include complex IT infrastructures (e.g. 

data centres and networks) as well as large scale 

applications (e.g. ERP)

 New IT demands are emerging from employees 

(the ‘prosumer’) and the front end of many 

businesses (e.g. customer facing)



2. A Revolution in IT service 

provision

Traditional IT focus has been on 

‘Systems of Record’

Key performance factors:

• Stability

• Efficiency

• Incremental change



2. A Revolution in IT service 

provision

Systems of Record

New IT focus is on 

Systems of Difference

Fast moving front office IT developments are changing the 

focus of Enterprise IT



2. A Revolution in IT service 

provision

Systems of Difference

New performance factors:

• Speed

• Agility

• Business Value

In the future more investment in IT could take place in 

the front rather than back office – by the CMO not CIO



2. A Revolution in IT service 

provision

Application Towers
• SAP

• Non-SAP

Infrastructure Towers
• End User Computing

• Data Centre

• Networks

In the traditional world of ‘internal’  IT assets, the core 

components were referred to as ‘Towers’



2. A Revolution in IT service 

provision

System

Integrator

• Towers

• Managed 
services

Enterprise

Services

• ERP

• Office 

• Infra-
structure

Business

Unit

• Front office 
applications

Prosumer

• Productivity 
tools

• UCC

• Mobile 
apps

IT organisations hired system integrators to bring 

together the key ‘Tower’ components



2. A Revolution in IT service 

provision

Cloud 
enablers

• Security

• Managed 
services

Cloud 
providers

• SaaS –
vertical and 
horizontal

• PaaS

• IaaS

Business

Units

• Service 
Integration 
and 
management

Prosumers

• Productivity 
tools

• UCC

• Mobile apps

Today cloud is likely to displace System Integrators 

and Enterprise IT Services organisations

Cloud based services



3. Market prospects for cloud 

based IT services - definition

What is Cloud Computing? 

Cloud computing is a model for enabling ubiquitous, 

convenient, on-demand network access to a shared 

pool of configurable computing resources (e.g., 

networks, servers, storage, applications, and 

services) that can be rapidly provisioned and 

released with minimal management effort or service 

provider interaction

(NIST Definition)



3. Market prospects for cloud 

based IT services - elements

 On-demand, self-service – automatic 

provisioning by the customers of the service

 Broadband network access – cloud services are 

available over high speed fixed or mobile 

networks from any device

 Resource pooling – adoption of a multi-tenant 

model to service many different customers

 Rapid elasticity – rapid scaling to suit variable 

demand for services

Measured Service – resources are monitored 

automatically and customers charged for usage



3. Market prospects for cloud 

based IT services - definition

 Four levels of cloud offering

 Infrastructure as a service

Platform as a service

Software as a service

Business processes

Typical cloud data centre

Early cloud definitions reflect the technology heritage



3. Market prospects for cloud 

based IT services - definition

 Four levels of cloud offering

 Infrastructure as a service

Platform as a service

Software as a service

Business processes

 Three categories for each

Private

Hybrid 

Public

Typical cloud data centre

Early cloud definitions reflect technology heritage



3. Market prospects for cloud 

based IT services - market

 Cloud emerged as a new technique in 2008

 In 2012 Cloud accounted for around 10% of 

total ‘IT Services’ spend ($117B)

 By 2016 Cloud spend will have risen to 20% 

of total ‘IT Services’ spend ($220B)

 Market growth in 2012 was 35% - slowing to 

25% over coming years



3. Market prospects for cloud 

based IT services - market

Cloud class Examples 2016 revenue

Infrastructure Amazon $71B

Development Platform Microsoft 

Azure

$35B

Service Management Service Now $3B

Software Salesforce $103B

Digital Marketing Adobe $21B

TOTAL $228B

Cloud will represent 20% of total IT revenues

by 2016 – compared to $117B in 2012 (10%)*

*Source: Bank of America/Merrill Lynch report – Cloud Wars 5



3. Market prospects for cloud 

based IT services – SaaS Market

Cloud class examples 2016 revenue*

Collaboration Web meetings $30B

Productivity Email $20B

CRM Client database $16B

Security Encryption $10B

Human Capital Appraisals $8B

Supply Chain Logistics $7B

Travel Expenses $3B

Data Analytics Business 

intelligence

$3B

F&A Reporting $1.5B

Cloud based Software will represent over 

$100B by 2016

*Source: Bank of America/Merrill Lynch report – Cloud Wars 5



4. Cloud adoption road map –

who will use the new services

There are at least three different types of cloud customer 

within the enterprise

2. Business Units -

Revenue driven

3. Enterprise IT -

Efficiency driven
1. Prosumers -

Convenience driven



4. Cloud adoption road map –

the prosumer community

End-users and consumerisation of IT

Employees and partners

• Bring your own device 

(BYOD) e.g. iPad

• Personal IT experience

• Exploit public cloud 

apps e.g. Dropbox

Prosumer

convenience driven



4. Cloud adoption road map – the 

prosumer community

 Email – Google, Microsoft 365

 Storage – Drop Box

 Collaboration - Yammer

 Social Media – Facebook

 Jobs - LinkedIn



4. Case Study: 

workspace redesign

• ARUP is a global firm of engineering consultants undertaking 

major projects in over fifty countries

• In recent years it has generated over one petabyte of 

unstructured data that embodies its corporate experience with 

major construction schemes around the world

• It is currently rolling out a new IT platform, Digital Work Space, 

to enable all its 16,000 staff to access corporate knowledge and 

promote greater collaboration across project and bid teams

• The platform employs Microsoft Azure and MS365 as well as a 

range of collaboration tools such as Yammer and Lync



4. Cloud adoption road map –

the CXO community

Business Units employ subscription based public cloud 

services

i. Employees and partners

• Bring your own device 

(BYOD) e.g. iPad

• Personal IT experience

• Exploit public cloud 

apps

Pro-sumer

convenience driven

ii. Business unit managers

• Speed and Flexibility

• Make own IT decisions

• Adopt public SaaS offers

(e.g. CRM; HR; SCM).

Revenue driven



4. Cloud adoption road map – the 

CXO community

 CRM cloud – Salesforce.com

 Supply Chain – E2Open

 HR management – Workday

 Travel and Expenses – Concur

 F&A – NetSuite



4.Case Study: Sales force 

cloud enablement

• The CIO of Eli Lilly responsible for global sales and 

marketing has 16,000 users of CRM and other 

sales support applications (integrated into SAP) 

• She has adopted Salesforce as her primary CRM 

application – delivered over the Cloud. Lilly is 

backing away from IBM as its systems integrator 

(for GNA) 

• Sales people operate ‘on the road’ using Tablets 

connected via the could to Salesforce.com



4. Cloud adoption road map – the 

benefits to the CXO community

 Cloud adoption is fast – days or weeks 

not months or years (traditional IT world)

 business customers can ‘pay as they 

go’ through Web based services

 New ‘Apps’ can be developed cheaply 

– say $50,000 not $5M

 Cloud offers the benefit of ‘OPEX’ 

rather than ‘CAPEX’ for new IT solutions



4. Cloud adoption road map –

Enterprise IT community

Enterprise IT and private cloud

iii. Enterprise IT 

• Multi-sourcing; 

hardware virtualisation;

• Preserving strategic 

vendor relationships 

• Embracing ‘private 

cloud’.

ii. Business unit managers

• Speed and Flexibility

• Make own IT decisions

• Adopt public SaaS offers

(e.g. CRM; HR; SCM).

Revenue driven Efficiency driven

i. Employees and partners

• Bring your own device 

(BYOD) e.g. iPad

• Personal IT experience

• Exploit public cloud 

apps

Pro-sumer

convenience driven



4. Cloud adoption road map –

Enterprise IT community

 Virtualisation of IT – VMware; Citrix

 Compute and Storage – Red Hat; 

Rackspace; T-Systems; HP; IBM

 General Office – Microsoft 365

 Applications – SAP; Oracle

 Development tools – Microsoft Azure



4. Case Study: Private 

cloud developments

• BAT is a traditional manufacturer with regional data centre hubs 

and offices in over 100 countries. It runs an integrated SAP 

system for corporate functions such as supply chain and HR

• Many of its national offices are exploiting SaaS based services in 

their local markets (such as predictive analytics and social media)

• The advent of e-cigarettes with embedded intelligence could 

generate large amounts of consumer data. This could form the 

basis of new business opportunities and services



4. Cloud adoption road map – key 

customer benefits

1. Faster Deployment of 21%
business initiatives
2. The conversion of CAPEX to 20%
OPEX

3. IT Agility 16%                                                
4. Infinite Scalability 16%
(Storage, Computing, etc.)                    
5. IT Consumerism 15%

6. Collaboration 11%
7. Business reach 11%

*Survey of 200 CIOs in 2012 (CIO Connect)



5. Transformational impact of 

Cloud – a new IT era

IT
Infrastructure

Customer
Applications

Business Process 
Applications

F
ix

e
d

 O
p
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ra
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g
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d

e
l
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e
d

 c
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a
n

n
e
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IT assets built on a 20+ 

year cycle

Processes designed 

on a 2-5 year cycle

Front-end applications built 

on a monthly time cycle

The traditional IT service model just doesn’t work!



5. Transformational impact of 

Cloud – a new IT era

The CIO is finding his/her mediation role increasingly 

difficult as demand and supply continue to change rapidly

Changes in Business Demand

Changes in Service Provision

IT Mediation



5. Transformational impact of 

Cloud – a new IT era

 Cloud is the most recent innovation in a 40 year 

succession of IT-led developments

 It follows a classic ‘Hype’ curve as with previous 

generations of technology-led innovations

 However, unlike many previous techniques it is likely 

to have a transformational effect on both the demand 

and supply-side of IT services – out to the consumer

 In the longer term it may help to redefine entire 

business models across key sectors



5. Transformational impact of 

Cloud – latest IT development

 1980s – distributed processing

 1990s – business reengineering/ERP

 2000 – e-commerce/dot.com

 2005 – IT consumerisation

 2010 – Cloud Computing



5. Transformational impact of 

Cloud – adoption pathway



5. Transformational impact 

of Cloud – market maturity 

2010 2015 2020

Market 

Maturity
•Low adoption •Differentiator •Dominating

Market 

Focus

•Technology 

platform

•Business

applications

•Business 

innovation

Cloud

Adoption
•Less than 5% •10-15% •More than 40%



5. Transformational impact of 

Cloud – business focus

Cloud Theme Description Example

1. Infrastructure Compute; storage Amazon; Rackspace

2. Ubiquitous 

computing

Embedded RFID GE; Toyota

3. Platform Development tools Microsoft Azure

4. Collaboration Social media Salesforce Chatter

5. Big Data Business

Intelligence

Oracle; IBM

6. Marketing Digital media Adobe; LinkedIn

7. Service Customer 

management

Salesforce; Service 

Now

8. Operations Supply chain E2Open; Ariba

9. Media Content

management

Spotify; Amazon

Source: Bank of America/Merrill Lynch – Cloud Wars 5



5. Transformational impact of 

Cloud – IT vendor strategies

 Leading IT vendors try to 

erect barriers to public cloud 

adoption

 Virtualisation of IT hardware 

into software defined data 

centres improves efficiency

 Vendor owns hardware 

assets and provides ‘on 

demand’ services: CAPEX 

to OPEX

IT vendors are trying to protect current strategic  

relationships by promoting private cloud solutions



5. Transformational impact of 

Cloud – IT disruptor case study

IZO WAN Internet

• Connecting enterprises to Cloud Service Providers (CSPs) 
through different technologies (WAN Ethernet/MPLS 
VPN/enhanced IP) to ensure high quality network performance

IZO Private

• Enterprise WAN based on public Internet technology with 
enhancement in traffic routing management, security and 
global reach (especially to emerging markets)

IZO Public
• Promoting the use of different technologies (Ethernet and 

MPLS) to connect enterprise data centers and third party data 
centers with massive scalability on layer 2 and 3 parameters

Tata Communications recognises that it can disrupt the 

entire private network marketplace through public IP



5. Transformational impact of 

Cloud – IT disruptor case study

Tata Communications recognises that it can disrupt the 

entire private network marketplace through public IP

IZO WAN Internet

IZO Private

IZO Public

• Enables connectivity to a diversity of devices 

under the policy of ‘bring your own everything’ –

anywhere, anytime, any place

• Assures quality of service and security for public 

SaaS offerings – something that these providers 

have not yet measured up to

• Accelerates the move to external hosting as 

organisations adopt Hybrid Cloud, with a 

combination of internal and external facilities

• Opens up the possibility of a ‘plug and play’ 

world: an entirely new operating model



5. Transformational impact of 

Cloud – blurring of boundaries

Source: Bank of America/Merrill Lynch – Cloud Wars 5



5. Transformational impact of 

Cloud – emerging spectrum

Choice extends from full ownership (private cloud) to public

Private 
Cloud

• Assets owned and 
operated  by 
corporation and/or 
its strategic IT 
partners

Hybrid 
cloud

• Growing reliance 
on third party 
hosted assets and 
external IT services 
(e.g. SaaS)

Public 
utility

• Full transformation to 
‘plug and play’ world 
that exploits global IT 
utilities



5. Transformational impact of 

Cloud – the customer view

 IT organisations are segmenting their 

applications portfolios in three ways:

• Mission critical (stay in private cloud)

• Operational applications (migrate to 

SaaS services)

• Industry specific (migrate to sector 

clouds)



5. Transformational impact of 

Cloud – a new service paradigm

Cloud Services

A
g
ile

 O
p

e
ra

ti
n

g
 

M
o

d
e

l

Process Automation
Customer

Applications

Straight Through 
Processing

API

Legacy Data

Business Process 
Management

O
m

n
i 
C

h
a

n
n
e

ls

How IT services may look in the new cloud era 



6. Current cloud adoption barriers

Organisational 

Inertia

Proprietary 

APIs

Integration

Performance 

Unpredictability

Vendor 

resistance

Security

Lack of 

standards

Customisation

Existing 

investments in 

IT Resources



6. Current cloud adoption barriers 

– CIO poll

1. Security and compliance 23%

2. Integration 14%

3. Existing investments 13%

4. Performance unpredictability13%

5. Availability of service 11%

6. Customisation 10%

7. Non-standardisation 8%

8. Organisational inertia 6%

9. Proprietary APIs 2%

CIO Survey in 2013



6. Current cloud adoption barriers

 Competing standards are emerging to address 

integration issues

 Open Source is favoured by Redhat

 Open Stack is favoured by Rackspace and 

Nasa

 Other competing standards are evident such 

as vCloud (VMware) and Cloud stack (Citrix) 

 Classic situation for immature sector



7. What the CIO of Bechtel 

construction has to say about 

implementing private cloud



7. Case studies – Bechtel’s 

private apps store

Step One: 

Private cloud

Step Two: 

Hybrid cloud

Business Process 

as a Service 

(BPaaS)

Software as a 

Service 

(SaaS)

Infrastructure as a 

Service 

(IaaS)

Two stages of cloud development

Implement  
a Global 
platform

Adopt 
Hybrid 
cloud

Common 
packages

Private 
‘apps’ 
store

http://www.bechtel.com/home.html
http://www.bechtel.com/home.html


7. Case studies – Shell IT 

strategic priorities

Applications development and management

Data Management – including data quality and cleansing

Data Storage – need for a mass storage utility

Smart solutions – business specific applications

Virtual collaboration for high end applications

Virtual collaboration covering general office

Cloud computing and related HPC capabilities



7. Case studies – Cloud focus

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

84 CSPs considered for initial analysis

Wave I - Assessment Mechanism

Initial set of CSPs

10 CSPs for Wave II

VCE+*

* VCE+ –Virtual Computing Environment, a consortium of VMware, Cisco, EMC and Intel with a public CSP

Short listing based on the following 

parameters:

 Clientele

 Financial health

 Management team

 Analyst reports

Gartner Magic Quadrant



7. Case studies – Cloud focus

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

a

e

d

c

b
Final list based on the following 

criteria:

 Vision for Cloud

 Services/Features

 Ease of use

 Commercials

 Support

Wave II - Assessment Mechanism

CSPs from Wave I

Shortlisted CSPs 

for discussion

VCE+*



79

7. Case Study – Tullow Oil

 Rapid business growth over last twenty years

 Expansion across Africa and Asia as well as North Sea

 No time to build own systems – opted for SaaS Cloud



80

7. Case study – Tullow Oil

 Purchase-to-Pay provided by IBM from the USA (Maximo)

 Logistics provided by a SaaS company based in Manchester

 ERP systems provided on SaaS platform by Accenture in 

Germany (SAP software)

 Seismic processing provided on SaaS platform from Norway

 All services accessed over the Web – pure SaaS environment



81

7. Case study – Tullow Oil

 Remote web-based access is critical to field 

operations

 Every location has multiple access routes

 Tullow employs VSAT; Mobile and Fixed Line

 Smart Phones, Tablets and Laptops are locked 

down to ensure security of corporate data



7. Case studies – Retail Cloud



7. Case studies – Retail Cloud

Front 
Office

Branch
Digital 

channels

Supply 
Chain

Procurement Logistics

Back 
Office

IT
Shared 

Services

All retailers employ similar processes – many are non-core 



7. Case studies – Retail Cloud

 According to a UK leading CIO survey the most popular retail 

cloud propositions were:

• Front Office: Customer analytics and information; Payment 

(fixed and mobile) and PCI compliance

• Supply chain: Product information and product 

management (standards and related product management 

services in Cloud)

• Back Office: Testing in the cloud; virtual desktop and 

general office applications in the cloud; data centre 

consolidation and supplementary cloud services; ERP 

consolidation and supplementary cloud services

 A popular cross category included ISV platforms



7. Case studies indicate that 

the CIO role will change 

fundamentally with cloud

Business Units

IT Organisation

Structure 
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…
.

GOVERNANCE

Infrastructure

Platforms

Applications

BUSINESS

SERVICES

ASSETS SERVICES

2012 2020

GOVERNANCE

Sourcing 

Strategy

BUSINESS

SERVICES



7. A new service integration layer 

is needed

Retained IT Organisation : Architecture, Strategy 

and Policy

Programmes and 

Projects

Business Unit Business Unit Business Unit Business Unit Business Unit

Service Integration and 

Management

Operational

Service

Tower

Operational 

Service

Tower

Private Cloud

Providers
SaaS Providers

Applications

Development

Public Cloud

Providers

Applications

Maintenance

D
e
m

a
ndS

up
p

ly

SIAM

Layer



In conclusion

 IT consumerisation and broadband have 

enabled ‘every day’ cloud services – Google

 Business cloud services are now available on 

public cloud platforms – CRM, SCM, HCM

 Meanwhile IT organisations are deploying 

private clouds to achieve efficiencies

 Many mid size organisations are moving fully 

into public cloud services

 Growing polarisation between public and 

private cloud – no early sign of resolution



any questions?

Email Roger at:

roger.camrass@gmail.com

Visit Roger at:

www.rogercamrass.com



Thank You


